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Abstract

In oxy-fuel combustion, fuel is burned using oxygen together with recycled flue gas

which is needed to control the combustion temperature. This leads to higher

concentrations of sulfur dioxide and sulfur trioxide in the recycled gas that can result in

the formation of sulfuric acid and enhanced corrosion. Current experimental data on

SO3 formation, reaction mechanisms, and mathematical modelling have indicated

significant differences in SO3 formation between air- and oxy-fuel combustion for both

the wet and dry flue gas recycle options. This paper provides an extensive review of

sulfur trioxide formation in air- and oxy-fuel combustion environments, with an

emphasis on coal-fired systems. The first part summarizes recent findings on oxy-fuel

combustion experiments, as they affect sulfur trioxide formation. In the second part, the

review focuses on sulfur trioxide formation mechanisms, and the influence of catalysis

on sulfur trioxide formation. Finally, the current methods for measuring sulfur trioxide

concentration are also reviewed along with the major difficulties associated with those

measurements using data available from both bench- and pilot-scale units.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Oxy-fuel Combustion Technology

According to the International Energy Agency (IEA), 41% of the electricity generated in 2013

was produced from coal-fired power stations,1 while data for 2015 indicated that about 45% of

the anthropogenic CO2 was produced from coal.2 Current energy utilization trends indicate that

energy generated from fossil fuels will continue to play an important role in the world energy

portfolio in the foreseeable future. In this context, carbon capture and storage (CCS) has been

proposed as a strategy to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) from fossil fuel-fired

power plants and industrial processes, and the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

(IPCC) suggests that CCS could potentially reduce CO2 emissions from those systems by 80-

90%.3 CCS technology involves production of a highly concentrated CO2 stream from a

combustion process which can be transported to and stored in geological formations such as

saline aquifers or depleted oil and gas reservoirs. Oxy-fuel combustion was initially proposed

in 1982, to produce highly concentrated flue gas (CO2) for enhanced oil recovery (EOR).4,5

The concept was later explored by Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), where oxy-fuel tests

were carried out at a pilot-scale facility.6 In 1990, comprehensive work started on CCS

concepts throughout Europe and the USA.7,8 A simplified block diagram of oxy-fuel CCS

systems is presented in Fig. 1, in which the most important feature of the process is that fuel is

burned in a mixture of O2 and CO2 and steam from flue gas recycle (FGR) in order to moderate

combustion temperatures to the same level as in an air-fired unit. As combustion occurs in the

Figure 1 Principal scheme of oxy-fuel combustion process
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effective absence of nitrogen, the flue gas consists mainly of CO2 and steam, with impurities

such as NOx and SOx. The composition of the concentrated CO2 stream from oxy-fuel

combustion was studied by Liu and Shao,9 who found that N2/Ar and O2 concentrations

typically varied from 1-6%, and 3-5%, respectively, depending on O2 purity from the air

separation unit (ASU) and the equivalence ratio. Also, the steam concentration in the flue gas

was in the range of 10-40%, depending on the fuel properties and FGR.9 Typical emissions

from coal- and gas-fired power plants are reported by the IEA (Table 1).10 Circulating fluidized

bed combustion (CFBC) offer comparatively lower SO2 and NOx emissions, and in the case of

pulverized coal (PC) technologies additional flue gas clean-up is required.

Table 1 Performance of coal- and natural gas-fired power plants

Plant (MW) Capacity
factor
(%)

CO2

(g/kWh)
NOx

(mg/Nm3)
SO2

(mg/Nm3)
PM1

(mg/Nm3)
Efficiency
penalty
(CCS) (%)

PC-Ultra

Super Critical

(1050)2

80 740 <50 to 100

(by SCR)

<20 to 100

(by FGD)

<10

7 to 10

(post- and

oxy-fuel

combustion)

CFBC (460)3 80 880 to

900

<200 <50 to 100

(in situ)

<50

PC A-Ultra

Super

Critical4

<(1000)

- 669 <50 to 100

(by SCR)

<20 to 100

(by FGD)

<10

IGCC (335) 70 669 to

740

<30 <20 <1 7

NGCC (410) 80 400 <20 Almost none 0 8

1. Particulate matter, 2. In operation (sliding pressure-type), 3. In operation (Poland), 4. Under development.

The flue gas passes through a cleaning process comprised of a series of steps, such as particle

removal by an electrostatic precipitator (ESP), flue gas desulfurization (FGD) and selective

catalytic reduction (SCR). The ESP system also prevents degradation of catalysts in the SCR

unit. In addition, to avoid an accumulation of sulfur species in the SCR system, an FGD unit

must be installed upstream of the SCR unit.4 Studies to date suggest that due to O2 separation,

flue gas treatment and CO2 compression, the net efficiency of oxy-fuel systems drops 7-11%

points.11–13 This increases the levelized cost of energy from such systems, which also

significantly varies depending on the plant location, type of fuel and other assumptions used

for evaluations.11
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The purified CO2 stream is then compressed and transported for geological storage.14–19

Anheden et al.15 reported that the SO2 content in the CO2 stream must be <200 mg/Nm3, or

even as low <50 mg/Nm3, depending on CO2 storage site requirements. Markewitz et al.18

recommended that SOx concentrations for CO2 transportation should be kept below 100 ppm

in order to reduce corrosion issues.19 Also, SO2 in the CO2 stream may cause problems due to

sulfation of calcium-containing minerals and formation of sulfates which decrease the

permeability and may affect the storage capacity of the reservoir. In addition, nearly complete

dehydration of the CO2 stream is strongly desirable in order to inhibit corrosion,20,21 and

removal of various other impurities is necessary since they negatively affect all stages in the

CCS chain.22,23

Typical contents of impurities in CCS systems are shown in Table 2, specifically for three

oxygen-purity scenarios for oxy-fuel technologies, resulting in 85.0%, 98.0 and 99.9% CO2 in

the flue gas stream, respectively.24,25 It can be seen that SO2 and SO3 concentrations in the CO2

streams are higher in oxy-fuel combustion than in the pre-combustion and post-combustion

schemes. White et al.26 have highlighted that the SO2 and SO3 compounds can be removed

from the CO2 stream during the compression stage in the form of H2SO4 and that additional

purification of the raw CO2 stream is not required.

As stated above, sulfur species derived from coal-fired power plants are a major issue. Sulfur

removal by limestone has been found to be an effective option to control SOx emissions due to

low capital and operational costs.27,28 However, this option is not practical for PC boilers due

to higher flame temperatures causing thermal decomposition of sulfation products (CaSO4).27,28

Recently, impacts of sulfur in oxy-fired PC boilers have been reviewed by Stanger et al.29, and

they noted that the formation of SO3 is a major issue in coal-fired combustion boilers. However,

there is less research on this issue for oxy-fuel combustion in fluidized bed combustion (FBC)

boilers despite the fact that increased SO2 and SO3 concentrations are expected due to FGR and

more pronounced corrosion issues on downstream surfaces are expected due to lower gas flow

rates through the furnace.30,31 This paper aims to provide a major overview of the subject of

SO3 formation and its emissions from air and oxy-fired boilers, given that at this time no such

review exists.

1.2 Influence of Sulfur in Combustion Systems

The sulfur content in coal may vary from 0.2 to 11%, depending on the location and rank.32,33

However, the values fall generally between 0.3 and 4.3%.34 Typically, sulfur in coal is
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classified as organic and inorganic.32,35 The amount of organic sulfur is typically approximately

one-half to one-third of the total.35,36 Most organic and pyritic sulfur in coal is converted to SO2

during combustion and only a small fraction of the sulfur is retained in the ash.27 For example,

studies for North Dakota coals showed 83 to 93% sulfur conversion to SO2, depending on sulfur

content and forms of sulphur in coal.37 Similarly, 91% of sulfur conversion for a US eastern

bituminous coal was observed by Croiset and Thambimuthu.38 German lignite was also

investigated in a pilot-scale 100 kW oxy-PC unit at Chalmers University and showed 67%

conversion.39 During combustion, part of the sulfur is retained in the fly ash by reacting with

alkaline and alkaline earth metal compounds such as calcium carbonates, and sodium

chloride.40 Sulfur retention by the alkaline compounds is typically roughly 10 to 15%.37,40 It

has been reported that the sulfur retention in PC boilers and fluidized beds are different mainly

due to different combustion temperatures.41 Inorganic constituents of several Australian low-

rank coals and ash characteristics (after combustion in a laboratory-scale fluidized bed) were

investigated and it was noted that combustion of coals with high sulfur and sodium contents

resulted in formation of low-melting-point compounds such as alkali sulfates in the ash, which

are deposited as a coating on bed material surfaces.42 This process can also cause bed material

to become sticky and enhance ash build-up in the reactor. Coals with low sulfur and sodium

content permit operation over a much longer time without any agglomeration and de-

fluidization.42

Table 2 Composition of CO2 streams for storage

Species Pre-combustion Post-combustion Oxy-fuel

Selexol Rectisol Purity

Low

Purity

Med.

Purity

High

Purity

Low

Purity

Med.

Purity

High

CO2 (vol%) 97.95 99.7 99.93 99.92 99.81 85.00 98.00 99.94

O2 (vol%) 0.015 0.015 0.03 4.70 0.67 0.01

N2 (vol%) 0.90 0.21 0.0451 0.0451 0.091 5.80 0.71 0.01

Ar (vol%) 0.03 0.15 4.47 0.59 0.01

H2O (ppm) 600 10 100 100 600 100 100 100

NOx (ppm) 20 20 20 100 100 100

SO2 (ppm) 102 102 202 50 50 50

SO3 (ppm) 20 20 20

CO (ppm) 400 400 10 10 20 50 50 50

H2S+COS

(ppm)

100 100

1Total concentration of N2 and Ar; 2Total concentrations of SO2 and SO3
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The main challenge with burning sulfur-containing coals is corrosion, which has been

extensively studied in the case of conventional,32,33,40 and more recently, in oxy-fuel

combustion systems.29 Most of the corrosion mechanisms associated with sulfur in air-

combustion are well explored and apply equally well to oxy-combustion. Corrosion is caused

by low-temperature-melting alkali salt deposits when burning coals rich in sulfur, chlorine and

sodium compounds.43 Longer operation of the units can lead to damage of heat exchangers by

loss of metal or formation of cracks in high-temperature zones.44 The presence of pyrite in coal

is the main reason for the formation of clinkers when high-sulfur coals rich in pyrites (FeS2)

were burned.43 Under such conditions, iron species occurring in high-sulfur coals act as fluxing

agents, and enhance the melting of quartz and clays in the coal.43 In addition, elevated levels

of SO3 in the molten salt result in an increase in solubility of the oxide scale on the metal.45,46

1.3 SO3 Emissions in Combustion Systems

Formation of SO3 is undesirable in combustion processes as it enhances low-temperature

corrosion and formation of aerosol emissions.30 By its nature, SO3 is very reactive and converts

easily to sulfuric acid in the presence of water vapour.35 Formation of SO3 is

thermodynamically favoured at lower temperatures; however, cooling rates in practical

systems retard the SO3/SO2 conversion rate. Moser47 reported that the deposition of H2SO4 on

downstream surfaces can be avoided by increasing the outlet temperature of the flue gas. Doing

so, for example, by increasing the flue gas temperature in the air heater by 1.7ºC can result in

an improvement of nearly 1% in the unit heat rate.47 The annual benefit derived from the

removal of SO3 and the consequential reduction of corrosion downstream can exceed $500,000

for a 500 MW unit.47 During combustion, most sulfur in fuel is oxidised to SO2, while a limited

amount of SO2 may be converted to SO3.30,34,35,38 In addition, 0.5 to 1.5 wt % of SO2 present in

the flue gas may further oxidize to SO3.48 The SO2-to-SO3 conversion is dependent on several

parameters such as: combustion temperature, O2 concentration and the presence of catalytic

compounds in the fly ash.49,50 Tan et al.51 have stated that the oxidation of SO2 to SO3 in typical

PC boilers may reach 5%, depending on the sulfur content of the coal. Data from the UK power

plants shown in Table 352 indicate the effect of excess O2 concentrations on the formation of

SO3. It can be seen that operation under low O2 concentration in the flue gas leads to

significantly lower levels of SO3.

SCR technology in coal-fired power plants can cause further oxidation of SO2 to SO3.30,47

According to Moser,47 this SO2 oxidation to SO3 in SCR can vary from 0.3% to 2%. Slightly

lower values for bituminous coals (0.25-0.5%) compared to that of for sub-bituminous coals
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(0.75 to 1.25%) were noted by Srivastava et al.30 A more detailed study on SO2 oxidation over

honeycomb SCR catalysts was presented by Svachula et al.53 According to these authors, the

oxidation degree of SO2 in SCR depends on several factors such as the vanadium content of

the fuel and presence of other catalysts.53 In addition, the reaction rate was found to be

independent of oxygen and steam concentrations, but strongly inhibited by ammonia, and

slightly enhanced by NOx.53

Table 3 SO3 formation at high and low oxygen concentrations

Power plant O2 % SO3 (ppm) TDP, (°C)1

Marchwood
3.0

0.5

20

2-7

130-160

116-124

Poole
4.0

<0.6

45

5

160

82

S.Denes
1.7

>1.7

N/a2

N/a

>130

130

Ince
4.5

1.0

18

7

N/a

N/a
1TDP - dew point; 2N/a - not available.

In wet FGD, sulfuric acid in the flue gas is rapidly cooled by liquid spray. Under these

conditions, the sulfuric acid vapour undergoes a shock condensation process which leads to the

formation of fine sulfuric acid aerosol particles.54 According to Peterson and Jones,54 aerosol

droplets have a mean diameter of 0.1 to 1.0 μm, which makes the droplets effective at scattering 

visible light and can lead to a visible plume.54 However, only a small percentage of the SO3

will end up as sulfuric acid aerosols,47 while part of it will condense on fly ash particles and be

removed in the ESP or air preheaters. The quantity of fly ash, its surface area and alkalinity

have a large impact on these processes.47 The quantity of SO3 removed by this mechanism is

approximately 20% to 50% depending on the temperature and fly ash composition.47 On the

other hand, some studies on capturing suspended particulate matter from coal-fired plants

showed that the presence of SO3 in flue gas can be somewhat beneficial for effective operation

of the ESP. Among such chemicals used to improve ESP performance, SO3 is often used as a

conditioning agent to reduce fly ash resistivity.55,56

In summary, FGR, FGD, the catalytic effect of fly ash and other pollutants can all increase the

formation of SO3 in the back end of the boiler. Relatively few studies on SO3 emissions in oxy-

fuel combustion are available in the literature. Thus, this paper reviews studies on SO3

emissions in conventional air- and oxy-fuel combustion environments.
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1.4 Objectives and Scope of the Paper

This paper aims to provide an extensive review on SO3 emissions from coal firing in

conventional air- and oxy-combustion environments. The available experimental data on SO3

formation, uncatalyzed and catalyzed reactions, catalysis and the effect of combustion

parameters are discussed. A brief introduction to oxy-fuel combustion, conversion of fuel

sulfur to SO2, and SO3 emissions levels during the combustion are presented. Other issues such

as effect of FGR, SO2 emissions, effect of temperature and residence time, the catalytic effect

of fly ash and available modelling studies are also outlined. In addition, this review includes

an assessment of the existing analytical methods for measuring SO3 concentrations in flue

gases. Special attention is given to the experimental work conducted in laboratory-scale

reactors to compare SO2 to SO3 conversion in air and oxy-fuel environments. Finally, the most

recent investigations of SO3 emissions from pilot- and industrial-scale experiments are also

summarized.
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2. Oxy-Fuel Combustion Environment

2.1 Flue Gas Recirculation

The amount of recycled flue gas used in the oxy-fuel systems should be sufficient to ensure

flame temperatures similar to those under air-combustion conditions and comparable

temperature profiles through the boiler.5 In order to reach a similar adiabatic flame temperature

as that in air-combustion, O2 concentrations in the oxidant stream should be about 30%.13,57

Typically, this requires two-thirds of the flue gas to be recycled, and an optimum FGR ratio

lies between 0.6 and 0.8.4,20,58,59 The recycle rate is defined as the amount of FGR per mole of

fuel:57

FGR rate = � �
����

[O�]�������
−

����
[O�]���

� (1)

where ν is the stoichiometric coefficient of O2 for fuel used and [O2]asu and [O2]oxidant are O2

concentrations provided to the ASU and the boiler, respectively (Fig. 257). Alternatively, this

can be presented as the recycled flue gas ratio:

Various FGR schemes were proposed by Nakayama et al.60 In their studies, the difference

between dry and wet flue gas recycle is due to the presence or absence of a dehydration

(condenser) unit in the system flow (see Fig. 1). The wet FGR is extracted before the flue gas

condenser.61 Dry FGR can be extracted after passing through the condenser where restrictions

on the moisture and SO2 content exist.61 An ASPEN-plus model developed by ANL indicates

that SO2 concentration builds up with increase of FGR fraction (Table 462).

Figure 2 Simplified flue gas recycling scheme in oxy-fuel combustion

FGR ratio =
Mol of recycled flue gas stream

Total mol of flue gas stream of boiler outlet
× 100% (2)
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Wet FGR can be employed after passing through the FGD unit if the SO2 concentration in the

flue gas exceeds 3000 ppm.63 FGR can be separated into primary and secondary streams. This

makes it advantageous to utilize low-reactivity bituminous coals. The primary stream should

be scrubbed, dried and cooled to a temperature of around 250ºC before entering the feeding

mills.4,63 Primary recycling is also used for coal transportation and removing moisture.59,64

Thus, the removal of water-soluble acid gases such as SO3 and HCl reduce the risks of

corrosion.57,63 Around 20% of the flue gas is taken as primary recycle, whereas the majority of

the gas stream is extracted as the secondary stream.4,16 The recycled flue gas temperature is

determined mainly by the technical parameters of the recirculation duct, fan dimensions and

ESP.59 Therefore, the temperature of the FGR should be maintained between 200 and

300°C.59,61,65 Operation of the hot recirculation fan at higher flue gas temperatures can lead to

higher maintenance costs.59

2.2 SO2 Emissions

In oxy-fuel combustion, the SO2

concentrations are several times higher

than that in conventional air combustion.

However, in terms of the specific

emissions (mg/MJ), SO2 emissions are

lower in the case of oxy-combustion.38,66

As discussed by Dhungel et al.67 and Fleig

et al.68 lower specific emissions can be

explained by higher SO2 retention by ash,

and removal of SO2 by condensate in the

case of dry FGR. According to Liu and Shao,9 SO2 concentrations in oxy-fuel combustion can

be 6 times higher than in an identical air-combustion unit. Higher concentration of SO2 in the

flue gas occurs due to the change in volumetric flow through the combustion furnace and

FGR.58 Tan et al.51 have concluded that SO2 concentrations in the furnace were 3-4 times higher

than in air combustion for east US bituminous coals. Similar SO2 concentrations were noted

by Fleig et al.39 in an oxy-PC unit. Relatively lower concentrations of SO2 were measured by

Duan et al.69 in a 50-kW oxy-CFB. However, the SO2 concentrations presented in this study

were still higher than those seen in air-combustion. Croiset and Thambimuthu38 have also

Table 4 Effect of flue gas recycling on SO2

concentration in the flue gas, based on 1000

ppmv without recycle.

FGR fraction Sulfur concentration in the

flue gas (ppmv)

0 1000

0.1 1080

0.2 1230

0.3 1390

0.4 1650

0.5 1920

0.6 2370

0.7 3110
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found that SO2 levels with RFG tests doubled when compared to once-through tests in a 210

kW test unit. The authors observed a decreasing trend of S-to-SO2 conversion from 91% in the

air-fired case to 74% in O2/CO2 atmosphere. In FGR tests, this conversion was 64%. According

to Croiset and Thambimuthu,38 a possible reason for lower conversion was the sulfur retention

by ash. Sulfur retention was also noted in experimental tests in the Chalmers University’s 100

kW unit.39 Relatively low S-to-SO2 conversions in this case were noted in oxy-fired tests (43%)

and in air tests (67%).

At higher temperature zones, the formation of SO2 can significantly affect flame behaviour,70,71

which was more evident in the presence of CO as it is reported that SO2 inhibits the CO burnout

rate.72,73 Investigation on a bench-scale natural gas-fired 26 kW burner showed a clear

decreasing trend in terms of CO emissions when 100 ppm SO2 was added under sub-

stoichiometric conditions.34 Sulfur species can also decrease the NO levels in post-flame

regions.74–76 This occurs due to the catalysis of oxygen atom recombination reactions by SO2.
74

Typical mechanisms are described by Glarborg et al.: 77

X + SO� + M → XSO� + M (3)

Y + XSO� → XY + SO� (4)

where X and Y may be H, O or OH radicals. It is reported that under fuel-lean combustion

conditions, the inhibition is mainly governed by the recombination of O radicals involving

SO3,34 while under fuel-rich or stoichiometric conditions the interaction of SO2 with radicals

is believed to be more complex.78,79 The most important radical removal step under

stoichiometric and reducing conditions is caused by the recombination of SO2 with H to form

HSO2:78

SO� + H + M ↔ HSO� + M (5)

The presence of SO2 also has an inhibiting effect on moist CO oxidation in air-firing

environments. The inhibition was more pronounced at high atomic O levels; however, the

presence of NO in the system significantly reduced the SO2 effect.77 This work has been

extended recently by Giménez-Lopez et al.79 who explored this phenomenon experimentally

under CO2-rich atmosphere to simulate oxy-fuel conditions. An important inhibition effect was

evident in a CO2 atmosphere as compared to a N2-rich environment. This was due to the

competition between CO2 and O2 for H radicals that reduces the formation of chain carriers via

the O2+H chain branching reaction. Lower inhibition was seen when the stoichiometry shifted

to oxidizing conditioning.

3. Background for SO3 Formation in Combustion
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3.1 Homogeneous Conversion of SO2 to SO3

Past studies by Cullis and Mulcahy35 and Jorgensen et al.80 noted that photochemical tests on

direct oxidation have been used to measure SO3. This direct homogeneous oxidation of SO2 is

written as:

SO� + O� ⇌ SO� + O + 161.9 kJ/mol (6)

However, limited SO3 formation via reaction (6) was observed at temperatures below 900°C.

As noted by Cullis and Mulcahy,35 while direct oxidation of SO2 to SO3 is rather limited, it can

be produced in much larger amounts catalytically. In addition to that, two dominant reaction

pathways are recognized for homogeneous SO2 oxidation to SO3. The primary oxidation is the

direct reaction of SO2 with O radicals that occurs in post-flame zones of the combustor:

SO� + O (+ M) ⇌ SO� (+ M) (7)

where, M represents a third body. Burdett et al.81 investigated the rate of the direct oxidation

reaction from 630 to 1080°C. The authors have tested SO3 formation in O2/N2/SO2 flow and

proposed the following kinetic equation to predict formation of SO3:81

�[��]�
��

=
��
��

[���][��] =
�[���][��]

��
�(��/�) (8)

where k1=A exp(-B/T), A=2.6 (± 1.3) * 1012 mol-1 cm3 s-1, B=23000 ± 1200 K. [SO2], [O2] and

[SO3] are partial pressures of respective gases. More detailed data on the kinetics of reactions

(6) and (7) can be found elsewhere.82–86 The second pathway occurs under moist conditions,

where oxidation of SO2 is enhanced in the presence of steam that increases via O/H radical

concentration:

SO� + OH (+ M) ⇌ HOSO�(+ M) (9)

HOSO� + O� ⇌ SO� + HO� (10)

The first route is the main source of SO3 at higher temperatures,34 while the second route

contributes to SO3 formation during the cooling of flue gases.34,80 Formation of SO3 based on

reactions (9) and (10) is thermodynamically favoured when exhaust gases undergo the cooling

process. Production of SO3 by reaction (10) is insignificant at temperatures of 730°C and

above.87

The effect of SO2 concentration on SO3 formation under oxy-fuel conditions was measured by

Duan et al.88 at constant reactor temperature of 600°C (Fig. 3). As can be seen, an increasing

trend of SO3 concentration was noted with an increase of SO2 concentration in the reactor. In

contrast, the conversion rate decreased with increase of SO2 concentration, which can be
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attributed to a pseudo-first-order reaction mechanism. These results were consistent with

observations of Belo et al.89, Fleig et al.90 and Wang et al.91

Figure 3 Effect of SO2 concentration on homogeneous SO3 formation under oxy-fuel

condition. Test conditions: 6% O2, 10% H2O, CO2 – balance, and 600°C (reactor

temperature)

The SO3/SO2 thermodynamic equilibrium was plotted using data from the online calculator

developed by Colorado State University.92 Typical air- and oxy-fired flue gas compositions

were selected with SO2 levels of 1000 ppm for both air and oxy flue gases, Fig. 4. O2 and H2O

concentrations were changed from air- to oxy-combustion conditions, while diluted N2 was

replaced by CO2 to evaluate the SO3/SO2 equilibrium ratios at temperatures from 400 to 950°C.

It can be seen in Fig.4 that the formation of SO3 is thermodynamically favoured at lower

temperatures, and for example, SO3/SO2 conversion was 100% at 400°C and 4.6% at 950°C.

This equilibrium curve agrees with the results presented by Belo et al.89 It is also interesting to

point out that air- and oxy-flue gas composition showed similar results, and only small

differences are noted in the range of 500-800°C.
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3.2 Catalytic Conversion of SO2 to SO3

There have been a number of investigations concerning the catalytic oxidation of SO2 to SO3.93

Most of these investigations indicated higher conversion of SO2 to SO3 via heterogeneous

catalysis94–97 represented as:

Catalytic conversion of SO2 to SO3 by fly ash was investigated in a bench-scale reactor by

Marier and Dibbs.94 They concluded that the conversion of SO2 to SO3 was strongly enhanced

due to the iron oxide in the fly ash whereas the reverse effect was noted in the presence of

unburnt carbon in the fly ash.94 Also, similar and supporting results were produced by Zhang

et al.95 Extended experiments on sulfation of CaO and MgO mixed with iron oxide indicated

direct relation to the catalytic conversion of SO2 to SO3.94 Similar work on the kinetics of SO3

adsorption by CaO and MgO was undertaken by Thibault et al.98 However, a subsequent study

suggested that this might be due to the difference in grain size and porosity of the solid

material.98 A modelling approach called density functional theory (DFT) was applied by

Galloway et al.99 to explore binding mechanisms of SO3 to other metal compounds.

Compounds such as CaO, MgO, Na2O and K2O that are typically found in fly ash were included

Figure 4 Thermodynamic SO3/SO2 equilibrium

Air-: SO2-1000 ppm, O2-4%, H2O-6%, CO2-15%, N2-balance;

Oxy-: SO2-1000 ppm, O2-5%, H2O-11%, CO2-balance;

SO� + O�
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in the model. The authors observed that SO3 binds strongly with alkali and alkaline metals,

with the effect being more pronounced with alkali metals (i.e., Mg<Ca<Na<K) through the

formation of a sulfate (SO�
��).99 Cao et al.100 outlined two main interactions of fly ash with SO3

based on temperature. First, fly ash could serve as an SO3 adsorbent under low temperatures

typical for the bottom section of boilers. At a temperature lower than the dew point of SO3, it

converts SO3 to H2SO4 mist droplets in the presence of water. Subsequently, these droplets

condense on fly ash surfaces. The pore structure of the fly ash, which is associated with the

carbon residue, is responsible for condensation or adsorption of SO3. Chang101 investigated

infrared adsorption of SO2 on γ-alumina (γ-Al2O3) outlining two main factors, the number of

hydroxyl groups and the temperature of the catalyst. Infrared spectroscopy showed that SO2 is

adsorbed on γ-Al2O3 in the form of sulfite species. SO2 could also be oxidized on γ-Al2O3 to

form aluminium sulfate. Vanadium catalyst contains a mixture of metal compounds of

vanadium and alkali metal dispersed on a silica-based support. SO2 to SO3 oxidation by

vanadium catalysts has been widely studied for SCR technology.97

3.3 SO3 Sampling Methods

A number of different approaches for SO3 measurement have been mentioned in the literature

such as: the controlled condensation method (CCM), SO3 monitor, isopropanol bottle method

(IPA) and acid dew point measurements (DPM). These methods were examined by Jaworowski

and Mack102 who noted the limitations of each method in terms of reproducibility and accuracy.

More recently, SO3 measurements have been revised by Fleig et al.103 Based on studies of

Jaworowski and Mack102 and Fleig et al.103, a summary of each SO3 measurement method is

given below.

3.3.1 Controlled condensation method

CCM was classified as British Standard BS 1756-4:1977 and American Standard D-3226-73T,

and has been the most widely used method for SO3 measurements102. However, it should be

noted that both of these standards have been withdrawn.104,105 The principle of CCM is based

on cooling flue gas to a temperature between the acid dew point and water dew point.
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SO3 is condensed in the quartz filter as well as on the glass walls of the sampling train as shown

in Fig. 5. A sampling time of 30 minutes is required with a flow rate of 10 dm3/min.106 After

gas sampling, a known quantity of distilled deionized water is used to flush out the filter and

condenser to collect the H2SO4, which is then determined by the titration method using 0.005M

barium perchlorate. As shown in Fig. 5, the quartz filter is used to capture particulates before

entering the condenser and impingers. The probe and quartz filter should be maintained at

260°C to avoid the formation of aerosol particles and condensation of sulfuric acid.106,107 The

filtration of particulates from the sampling gas is crucial as the interaction of ash particles and

SO3 in the sampling train can lead to both positive and negative errors.107

The glass condenser should be maintained at 80 to 90°C. According to Maddalone et al.107

CCM in laboratory tests collected 95% of H2SO4 with a variation coefficient of ±6.7%,107 but

the same authors indicated lower accuracy for the field tests. During the sampling, SO2 reacts

with water and dissociates into bisulfite and sulfite ions (reactions 12 and 13). The oxidation

of SO2 in reaction (14) depends on the concentration of sulfite ions in the solution, which

makes the reaction strongly pH-dependent (Fig 6):

SO� + H�O → H� + HSO�
� (12)

HSO�
� → H� + SO�

�� (1)

Figure 5 The modified controlled condensation method (CCM) SO3 sampling

scheme. 106
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SO�
�� + ½ O� → SO�

�� (14)

Figure 6 shows the calculated mole fraction of sulfur species as a function of pH at 25ºC in

aqueous solution. It can be seen that sulfites dominate in alkaline solution while bisulfite

dominates in acid solutions with a pH range of 3-7.108 It is commonly accepted that at normal

sampling conditions, the impinger solution must be slightly acidic, preventing sulfite formation

and subsequent oxidation.108 Therefore, purging of impingers with air is recommended to

remove SO2.

3.3.2 Isopropanol absorption bottle method

This method is based on EPA Method 8

with some modifications. A schematic illustration of the isopropanol absorption method is

shown in Fig. 7. The extracted flue gas is first cooled down as in the CCM by a glass condenser

and passed through four bottles, which are kept in an ice bath. The first bottle is filled with 10

mL of 80% isopropanol solution diluted in water, the following two bottles are filled with 3%

hydrogen peroxide solution, and the fourth bottle is used to capture moisture from the gas

sample with silica gel. According to Cooper,109 the most common error occuring during the

Figure 6 Effect of pH on the relative concentrations of the SO2 species in solution 108

Figure 7 Effect of pH on the relative

concentrations of the SO2 species in solution
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sampling of SO3 in this method is absorption and oxidation of SO2. Similar limitations were

mentioned by Fleig et al.103 where large amounts of SO2 were absorbed in the isopropanol

solution and resulted in a positive bias.103

3.3.3 Salt and glass bead methods

The first description of the salt method was provided by Kelman in the early 1950s.110 This

was later applied to industrial plant by Cooper et al.109 The advantages of this method as

highlighted by the authors are: no interference from SO2 and simplicity of sampling. Flue gas

containing SO2 and SO3 passes through the dry layer of NaCl and the sulfur trioxide reacts with

NaCl.110 This method was applied to detect SO3 concentration in a 100 kW rig at Chalmers

University.111 A schematic of the salt method is shown in Fig. 8,111 where salt is fixed in the

tube with glass wool.109,112 With a decrease of the gas temperature to approximately 500°C,

SO3 starts to react with water vapour to form gaseous sulfuric acid,103,111 which then reacts with

NaCl to form Na2SO4 and NaHSO4.111 The reactions occurring during the salt method are given

as:

SO�(g) + H�O(g) → H�SO�(g) (2)

NaCl(s) + H�SO�(g) → NaHSO�(s) + HCl (g) (16)

2NaCl (s) + H�SO�(g) → Na�SO� (s) + 2HCl (g) (3)

NaHSO�(s) + NaCl (s) → Na�SO�(s) + HCl (g) (4)

4NaCl (s) + 2SO�(g) + 2H�O (g) + O�(g) → 2Na�SO�(s) + 4HCl (g) (19)

The last reaction is undesirable as it leads to a positive bias.103 Sulfation of NaCl is a slow

reaction and mainly depends on temperature and SO2 concentration. Vainio et al.111 have

extended this method by testing

other salts (KCl, K2CO3, and

CaCl2) along with NaCl. Tests with

NaCl and KCl showed comparable

results to the CCM. Less

convincing results were observed

with K2CO3 and CaCl2.111

3.3.4 Indirect measurements of

SO3

Figure 8 Salt tube preparationFigure 9 Arrangement for SO3 measurements by

CaC2O4
113
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Ibanez et al.113 described an indirect measurement method employing calcium oxalate, which

is based on the next reaction:

This method is sensitive to temperature control and the reaction vessel should be maintained at

325°C. A mixture of gas passes through a plug of prepared CaC2O4 then through two optical

cells in series (see Fig 9). The SO2 content in the sample gas is monitored by means of UV

spectrometry, while the SO3 concentration is quantified indirectly measuring CO2 in the second

cell by IR spectrometry. The authors underlined that the preparation of reagent and calibration

should be done very carefully to produce reliable results. A similar approach has been

developed by Fateev and Clauson114, but they presented only preliminary results.

Continuous SO3 measurement by Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) and differential optical

absorption spectroscopy (DOAS) was described by EPRI.115 Subsequently a modified cross-

duct probe design was developed to improve SO3 measurements by FTIR. The result of

continuous measurements for 3 days with FTIR was in good agreement with that determined

by the CCM method. However, variation of SO3 across probes was 10%.31 An indirect test of

SO3 with FTIR has also been attempted by measuring HCl from reaction of NaCl with H2SO4.

In this case, the exit gas temperature should be kept between 200-400ºC. However, at 200ºC,

only about one-half the SO3 was converted to HCl.111 Chamberlain et al.116 have also attempted

to measure SO3 concentrations with FTIR and the uncertainty of measurement was ±20 ppm.

Given this range of uncertainty, the authors could not see a difference in SO3 concentrations

between air and oxy-fuel combustion. Therefore, both of these indirect methods still need to

be improved before they can be reliably used in practice. Roy et al.117 carried out such

measurements for laboratory-scale oxy-fuel experiments, but they did not comment on the

consistency of measurements and the effect of reaction conditions.

3.3.5 Pentol SO3 monitor

This device was previously called the Severn Science reactive gas analyzer,118 and Jackson et

al.118 were the first to describe this method and device. The principle of this instrument is that

SO3 and H2SO4 in the gas sample are absorbed as SO�
�� in an aqueous solution of isopropanol.

During the sampling, the solution is continuously passed through a bed of barium chloranilate

where the following reaction occurs:

SO� + CaC�O� → CaSO� + CO� + CO (20)
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SO�
�� + BaC�O�Cl� + H� → BaSO� + HC�O�Cl�

� (21)

The released acid chloranilate ions absorb light at 535 nm, producing a purple-coloured

solution, and the concentration of this chemical is continuously measured by a flow

photometer. The amount of sulfate in the solution is proportional to the SO3 concentration

entering the analyzer119. According to Dennis and Hayhurst120, this instrument was slow to

achieve steady-state performance and required moisture in the fluidization gases to ensure

reliable readings. Cooper.109 applied the Severn Science gas analyzer at the Orimulsion power

plant, where the average results were 25% higher than those determined by the CCM approach.

One reason for higher concentrations could be absorption of SO2 in the isopropanol and partial

oxidation of SO�
�� to SO�

��. This was confirmed by peaks for both SO�
�� and SO�

�� in the ion

chromatograph analysis.109 The study by Fleig et al.103 supports the reliability of this method,

especially over longer continuous sampling periods. However, the average readings were still

20% lower compared to those from CCM.103 Therefore, it is clear from the discussion above

that there are still many issues related to accuracy of SO3 measurements that need to be

addressed.

3.3.6 Acid dew point measurements

The measurement of sulfuric acid dew point (ADP) temperature is one of the conventional

ways to estimate the amount of SO3 when H2O concentration in the flue gas is known. Taylor123

concluded that the condensation of sulfuric acid is a function of the surface temperature of the

sampling tube and the water vapour content in the flue gases. Measurements of ADP were

conducted using a cooled electrical conductivity probe to determine the temperature where

Table 5 Sulfuric acid dew-point (ADP) correlations

Authors Correlations
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condensation occurs.124 The probe has two electrodes and a thermocouple. The ADP is

identified by a sudden increase in the conductivity between electrodes on the surfaces due to

the condensed liquid sulfuric acid solution. Currently, advanced portable devices (Lancom 200)

are available to measure ADP of the flue gases.124 The ADP changes with the moisture content

of the flue gases, which is particularly important for an oxy-fuel combustion environment.

Available correlations to estimate the ADP temperature are illustrated in Table 5. According

to Verhoff and Banchero,121 two methods have been developed to define the vapour and liquid

equilibrium for aqueous sulfuric acid solutions. The first method was determined by measuring

the vapour-liquid compositions and temperature at equilibrium. The second method takes into

account liquid and pure components to estimate the equilibrium vapour and liquid

compositions via thermodynamics. Based on these two methods, Verhoff and Banchero121 have

proposed a correlation to predict the dew point of sulfuric acid. More recently, ZareNezhad122

has proposed a new correlation to predict flue gas sulfuric acid. Based on these correlations,

Stanger et al.29 compared both correlations for composition of flue gas derived from oxy-fuel

combustion. The authors concluded that the Verhoff and Banchero method over-estimate

experimental dew points at low SO3 concentrations and high moisture content. The Okkes

correlation has been found to be better suited for flue gases with moisture content higher than

25%.29

4. Influence of Oxy-fuel Parameters on SO3

4.1 Effect of O2/CO2 Environment

SO3 concentrations in an oxy-fuel environment are several times higher than in a typical air-

combustion environment.38,125 Higher SO3 and SO2 concentrations along with wet FGR will

result in a higher ADP temperature, which leads to corrosion issues. At the bench-scale level,

the formation of SO3 in an O2/CO2 environment was investigated by several researchers, for

example by Fleig et al.90,126 Sporl et al.127 Belo et al.128 and more recently by Duan et al.88

According to these authors, elevated O2 concentration in oxy-fuel combustion enhances SO3

formation. Belo et al.89 have observed that O2 concentrations of 3%, 5% and 10% resulted in

SO2 oxidation of 3-10%. These results agree well with the equilibrium calculation of Zheng

and Furimsky.129 Fleig et al.90,126 concluded that replacing N2 with CO2 had a strong effect at

higher temperatures. This might be due to higher effectiveness of third-body collisions, the

effect of which is smaller at lower temperatures.88 Fleig et al.90 also noted 30% higher SO3

concentrations when the CO2 environment was compared to that of N2. A sensitivity analysis
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at 1027°C indicated that SO3 formation was enhanced due to the increase of concentrations of

radicals due to the third-body (M) reactions:

HO� (+ M ) ⇌ H + O� (+ M) (22)

H + O� ⇌ O + OH (23)

The formation of H radicals is enhanced via reaction (22), and they then react with O2 to form

OH radicals according reaction (23). In addition, FGR increases the level of impurities such as

NOx, SO2 and CO that are believed to enhance the SO3 formation to some extent as discussed

below.

4.1.1 Effect of NOx emissions

It has been noted that NOx may have a catalytic effect on SO2/SO3 conversion even at low

temperatures.35,130,131 This effect can occur through either a direct or an indirect route by

interaction with the radical pool composition.34 At low temperatures SO2 may react directly

with NO2 to produce SO3:130

2NO + O� ⇌ 2NO� (24)

NO� + SO� ⇌ NO + SO� (5)

According to Wendth and Sternling131 the SO2 oxidation was second order in respect to NO

and had low activation energy at high concentrations of NO, and the reaction is of the first

order in respect to NO with high activation energy at low concentrations of NO. At low

concentrations of NO, reaction (24) is slow, and SO2 oxidation can occur via the following

route:131

NO + O� ⇌ NO� (6)

NO� + SO� ⇌ SO� + NO� (27)

In addition, at low temperatures NO may indirectly increase SO3 formation by converting HO2

in reactions (9) and (10) back to OH radicals:34

NO + HO� ⇌ NO� + OH (28)

This was noted by Fleig et al.126 when a small amount of NO (100 ppm) favoured the formation

of SO3. The authors also noted an increase in SO3 concentrations when more OH radicals were

available through reaction (28) at temperatures higher than 1027°C and SO3 was formed

through reactions (9) and (10).126 They also reported a notable increase in SO3 formation in the

presence of 50 ppm NO in an oxy-fuel environment.

H + O�(+ M) ⇌ HO�(+ M) (7)

According to Glarborg et al.,34 the rate of reaction (29) is higher in a CO2 environment than in

N2 which favours HO2 formation. Excess formation of OH via reaction (28) promotes
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secondary formation of SO3 via reactions. This effect was more pronounced in a CO2

environment.126 In the extended numerical work by Fleig et al.126 a higher value for the third-

body coefficient of 2.5 for CO2 (instead of 1.0) resulted in negligible (2%) reduction of SO3,

which is still higher than that in the air-firing case. Thus, the impact of SO2 oxidation by

nitrogen oxide during cooling is likely to be small and the effect of NO can be assumed to be

negligible in oxy-fuel combustion.131

4.1.2 Effect of carbon monoxide

Previous studies showed that the CO concentration in oxy-fuel is higher than that in air

combustion processes due to relatively higher flame temperatures,129,132,133 and most CO is

formed in or near the burner region.133,134 In high-temperature zones in a CO2-rich environment,

the thermal dissociation of CO2 can also contribute to higher CO concentrations:134

CO� (+M) ⇌ CO + O (+M) (30)

However, this reaction occurs only at temperatures significantly higher than 930°C.134 CO2 can

compete with O2 for atomic hydrogen, and will lead to the formation of CO:132,134

CO� + H ⇌ CO + OH (31)

Simultaneously, during the formation of CO in the flame zone, the recombination of CO with

OH can take place85 and this will increase the formation of H radicals due to reverse reaction

(31). This will compete with reaction (9) for OH radicals and that reduces the formation of SO3

as noted in the experiments of Wang et al.91 and Fleig et al.90 It is worth mentioning that an

early experiment from the staged combustion of a CH4/H2S/air mixture showed enhanced SO3

formation in the presence of 1100 ppm of CO.85 The maximum SO2 oxidation took place at

flame temperatures between 1300 and 1650°C for single and staged combustion. A narrow

temperature range of 1100 to 1300°C was observed for the test where the secondary air supply

was delayed for 30 ms. These authors postulated that the maximum SO3 formation was only a

transient phenomenon. The SO3 concentration changed as the reactions continued in the

downstream gas. In addition, there was no enhancement of SO3 for residence time beyond 90

ms. The authors believe that enhancement of SO3 formation was dependent on the air/fuel ratio

of each combustion stage and the delay interval between the first and second stage85. These

results were also supported by Bayless et al.135 In the experimental work of Fleig et al.90

addition of 1000 ppm CO into the system increased the SO3 formation significantly compared

to the test without CO addition. The measured SO3 concentrations were three times higher at a

temperature of 927°C with 3% O2. However, a further increase of CO to 3000 ppm showed
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only a small difference compared to the 1000 ppm CO addition. In summary, it appears that

the maximum SO3 formation in the presence of CO takes place at temperatures between 827

and 1027°C. Lower formation of SO3 at temperatures higher than 1127°C was noted by Fleig

et al.90 This indicates that SO3 formation is significantly affected by the temperature where

burnout of the fuel takes place. In general, these results agree well with the studies of Merryman

and Levy.85

4.1.3 Effect of steam

The wet FGR in oxy-fuel combustion can increase the steam level to 25-35% in the combustion

system.136 This increase may enhance secondary formation of SO3 via HOSO2 reactions (9) and

(10). In the tests by Fleig et al.90 a more pronounced effect of steam on SO3 formation was

noticed between 1130 and 1200°C. In the presence of steam OH radicals can be formed by the

reaction of H2O with O radicals:84

H�O + O ⇌ OH + OH (32)

and also by the decomposition of steam as noted by Wine et al.:137

H�O ⇌ OH + H (8)

Decomposition of HO2 and OH release through reactions (22) and (23) shifts reaction (34) to

the left and enhances SO3 formation. In addition, the third-body efficiency of H2O is higher

than that of CO2 and N2.
90 Fleig et al.90 have pointed out that an increase of H2O from 0.1% to

1.1% and 8.7% result in higher SO3 concentrations at temperatures between 927 and 1127°C.

At 1174°C and 8.7% H2O, SO3 concentration reached 23 ppm. However, in the presence of

combustibles, the inhibiting effect of steam in SO3 formation was noted.90 This observation

agrees well with the previous conclusion of Glarborg et al.77 A less pronounced effect of H2O

on SO3 was noted by Belo et al.128 The effect of steam was also studied by Duan et al.88 at

600°C, who identified an increase of SO3 concentration from 3.7 ppm to 7.1 ppm when steam

increased from 5% to 15%.

In contrast to these studies, a decreasing SO3 formation was observed in homogeneous tests of

Wang et al.91 In this work, higher concentrations of steam (15 to 35%) were employed to

simulate wet FGR. The authors claimed that less pronounced formation of SO3 was due to the

inhibiting effect of steam. In oxy-fuel combustion tests, a further increase of H2O to 35%

showed a stronger inhibiting effect on SO3, which is consistent with the result from Fleig et

al.90

According to Hindyarti et al.138 and Glarborg et al.77, major consumption of SO3 in combustion

could be due to reactions (34) to (36).
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SO� + H ⇌ SO� + OH (34)

SO� + O ⇌ SO� + O� (35)

SO� + OH ⇌ SO� + OH� (36)

In addition, in their experiments H2O concentrations were higher than SO2 concentrations, and

under such conditions, steam was more likely to compete for O radicals. As a result, O radicals

formed OH radicals resulting in lower SO3 formation through reaction (7).

4.2 Temperature and Residence Time

Flint and Lindsay139 and Burdett et al.81 carried out pioneering investigations on oxidation of

SO2 in quartz tube reactors in air environment. In both tests an increasing trend in homogeneous

SO3 formation with temperature and residence time was noted. Increase of SO3 formation with

increase of furnace and flame temperatures was also investigated earlier by Crumley and

Fletcher140 (Table 6). Later, a similar approach in an O2/N2 environment was explored by Belo

et al. 89 As shown in Table 6, the homogeneous conversion ratio from 0.04% to 0.77% was

achieved by increasing temperature from 400 to 1000°C. In their test, a conversion increase

was noted when the reaction temperature went above 700°C, but temperatures above 900°C

were required for significant conversion for the tests with a residence time of 1 s.89 For that

residence time, the maximum conversion was 0.36%, which agrees well with the previous

results of Flint and Lindsay139 and Burdett et al.81 The SO2 to SO3 conversion vs temperature

is illustrated in Fig 10. More results on homogeneous SO3 formation in quartz tube reactors

can be found in Table 6.
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The effect of temperature on homogeneous SO3 formation under different environments was

also studied by Duan et al.88 In their studies SO3 concentration increased with temperature even

at the lower temperature range (400 to 700°C).88 The reason for SO3 formation in this

experiment could be the high SO2 concentration (3000 ppm) employed. It is known that at

lower temperatures SO3 is formed by oxidation of molecular oxygen via reactions (9) and (10)

and that SO3 formation is thermodynamically favoured with decreasing temperature. Overall,

the observations of Duan et al.88 agree with the findings of Belo et al.128 Fleig et al.90 have

carried out experiments on homogeneous SO3 formation over a much wider temperature range

(Table 6), and they concluded that less than 1 ppm SO3 was formed at temperatures below

727°C. The lower level of SO3 seen in their work was due to the short residence time, as noted

by Flint and Lindsay139 and the low level of H2O (1.11%).

Figure 10 Effect of reactor temperature on homogeneous formation of SO3
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Table 6 Homogeneous SO3 formation in quartz tube flow reactors

Reference Reactor Size

(d x l)

mm

Temperature

(ºC)

Inlet gas composition Flow rate

(L/min)

Residence

time

(s)

Maximum

temperature

(ºC)

SO3/(SO2+SO3)

(%)

Barret et al.141 25.4 x 610 1030-1530 Air + 0.7% SO2 3.4 5.5-5.7 1530 0.2

Flint and Lindsay139 14 x 1829 500-900 Air (+ H2O-8%),

SO2(1400 ppm)

1.7-8.5 0.9-9.6 900 0.36 - 4.8

Burdett et al.81 10 x 450 850-1066 SO2(0-5500 ppm);

O2 (0-21%); bal-N2

0.5-5 Up to 6 960 0.36

Belo et al.89 12 x 250 400-1000 Gas mixture (SO2-1000

ppm, H2O-3%, O2-5%,

bal-N2)

0.5-1.5 0.3-0.9 1000 0.14 – 0.77

Fleig et al.90 50 x 900 527-1400 SO2-1000 ppm, O2-3%,

H2O-1.11%, bal-N2/CO2,

1.0 Up to 5 1400 0.1-1.7

Duan et al.88 15.5 x 1115

(420)1

400-700 O2-6%, SO2 -3000 ppm,

H2O, bal-N2/CO2,

3.7 1.5 700 0.1–1.5

Wang et al.91 50 x 1500 350-1050 O2-5%, SO2 –500, 1500,

2500 ppm, H2O-0.03%,

bal-CO2,

2.0 N/S2 950 0.11

0.16

0.21
1 Only (420mm) of total length is heated; 2 N/S-Not specified. Based on size of tube and flow rate, calculation shows long residence time for this work
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4.3 Catalytic Effect of Fly Ash

Metal oxides such as Fe2O3, Al2O3 or CuO can act as a catalyst in SO2 oxidation, while alkali

and earth metal oxides such as MgO and CaO can adsorb SO3.94 The catalytic effect of fly ash

on SO3 formation in oxy conditions was investigated by Belo et al.89 who found that: (i) the

total conversion of SO2 to SO3 was only about 1.8%; (ii) the effect of Fe2O3 was the most

pronounced; and (iii) fly ash samples produced under air- and oxy-fuel conditions showed no

significant difference. Also, the SO3 concentration increased to 17.8 ppm at 700°C in the

presence of ash, while only 1 ppm was observed without ash.89 A stronger catalytic effect at

400 and 500ºC was noted by Duan et al.88 compared to the tests of Belo et al.89 who noted more

pronounced catalytic effect at 700°C. High CaO content in ash can significantly reduce SO2

concentrations, as noted by Ahn et al.125 in the pilot-scale tests with PRB coal (22.2% CaO in

ash). By contrast, enhanced SO3 formation was observed for an Illinois coal, which contains

1.9% CaO in the ash, and a high sulfur content, as shown in Tables 7 and 8.

Hence, it may be concluded that pronounced catalytic effects were observed in bench-scale

tests rather than in the pilot-scale tests. However, large units could perform differently due to

the heat transfer rates, inconsistency in fuel composition and loading requirements.

Interestingly, the effect of Fe was not observed in the presence of combustibles in pilot-scale

tests of IFK.127 For this reason, detailed experiments with a wide range of coals are still required

under oxy-fuel combustion conditions to evaluate both catalytic oxidation and absorption by

fly ash.
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Table 7 XRF analysis of ashes used for SO3 tests in oxy-fuel tests

Ash analysis Solid Fuel SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO MgO Na2O K2O TiO2 P2O5 SO3

Belo et al.89 A 52.9 34 7.13 1.41 0.98 0.158 0.518 2.16 0.275 0.24

B 69 24.2 2.16 0.87 0.737 0.275 0.604 1.65 0.176 0.28

C 53 26.5 8.34 4.66 1.667 0.979 1.058 1.13 1.508 0.97

Sporl et al.127 A 58.9 26.2 6.8 1.2 0.7 0.1 0.4 2.4 0.2 0.3

B 64.4 21.5 1.2 0.4 0.7 02 0.4 3.9 0.0 7.2

C 33.2 23.0 11.4 7.0 1.8 1.3 0.9 1.2 1.8 22.7

Couling et al.142 Williamson coal 50 20.5 15.9 5.18 1.14 0.68 2.41 1.05 0.1 4.78

Ahn et al.125 PRB coal 30.46 14.78 5.20 22.19 5.17 1.94 0.35 1.30 1.07 8.83

Utah coal 60.89 14.52 5.09 6.11 1.39 1.41 0.57 0.88 0.59 2.33

Illinois coal 49.28 17.66 14.57 1.87 0.98 1.51 2.26 0.85 0.11 2.22

Kenney et al.143 Sub-Bit coal 34.56 16.05 6.16 19.79 4.23 1.24 0.50 1.29 0.81 11.67

Low-S Bit coal 56.30 30.78 5.58 0.84 0.82 0.23 2.67 1.78 0.15 0.71

High-S Bit coal 50.85 20.53 15.56 3.52 0.96 1.02 2.11 0.94 0.52 2.81

Lignite 41.99 13.96 6.47 14.84 4.50 1.56 1.93 0.54 0.18 11.99

Duan et al.88 Bituminous coal 45.12 34.14 4.16 8.66 1.36 0.462 0.99 1.53 0.09 3.06

Bituminous coal 37.84 18.52 10.37 19.99 4.51 2.55 0.37 1.09 1.09 3.07

Wang et al.91 Lignite 64.39 18.04 3.42 4.68 1.27 0.90 0.93 0.48 0.95 4.69

Bituminous coal 48.82 29.81 3.99 4.57 1.12 1.12 1.17 0.64 0.26 8.23

Jurado et al.144 Cerrejon coal 60.69 22.01 7.43 2.27 2.90 1.06 2.32 0.92 0.21

CCP-biomass 44.36 2.49 2.47 7.78 3.96 0.36 24.72 0.12 12.04
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4.4 SO3 Emissions from Pilot-scale Studies

Ahn et al.125 extensively studied SO3 formation in 1.5 MW oxy-PC and 330 kW oxy-CFB

combustor units. Three types of US coals were tested (PRB, Utah and Illinois), and the sulfur

content is provided in Table 8. During the oxy-fuel test with Illinois coal (3.98% S) the SO3

concentrations were 4 to 6 times higher at 530°C. However, similar SO3 concentrations were

observed for oxy- and air-combustion at higher temperatures (~930°C) in PC tests, and they

were lower than those measured at 527°C, which suggests the secondary formation of SO3 and

the catalytic effect of metal oxides in pilot-scale tests. In oxy-CFB only Utah coal was tested,

and the trend of SO3 emissions was consistent with that of oxy-PC combustion. However, on a

normalised base (mass per energy unit), no difference was found between oxy- and air-firing.

SO3 measurements were also undertaken at IFK in a 500 kW oxy-PC combustor.145 In these

tests, ESP was included along with SCR145 and the SO3 sampling was made from the inlets and

outlets of ESP and SCR. Roughly 62% SO3 capture was noted in the SCR unit. Higher SO3

levels were noted in oxy-fuel runs and there was less influence of the SCR on the ADP.146,147

Babcock-Hitachi tested SO3 emissions in a 1.5 MWth oxy-fuel combustion facility which

included SCR, clean energy recuperator (CER), FGR dry precipitator (DESP) and wet

electrostatic precipitator (WESP).148 Two different coals, with low sulfur, but high ash content,

were used in this experimental campaign. SO3 concentration at the DESP outlet was reduced

to <1 ppm by decreasing the flue gas temperature to 90°C at the DESP inlet. Similar results

were obtained for air- and oxy-fuel combustion. Most SO3 was trapped in the CER unit.148

Little data exist in the literature on SO3 formation from oxy-biomass or co-firing combustion.

Some SO3 measurements were performed by Jurado et al.144 in a 100 kW oxy-PC unit during

co-firing combustion tests. Cerrejon coal/cereal co-products were blended at levels of

50%/50% and 75%/25%. Wet FGR was employed in these tests with varied steam content.

Overall SO3 concentrations appear to show slight increases with an increase of biomass

percentage in the mixture, which might be due to the higher content of alkali oxides (primarily

K2O) in biomass fly ash. Other SO3 measurements at pilot- and industrial-scale combustors are

summarized Table 8. With regard to SO3 measurement techniques, the CCM method is most

commonly used for pilot-scale tests.
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Table 8 A detailed lists of SO3 measurement campaigns under air- and oxy-fuel combustion

Authors Type of fuel and

sulfur content

Type of reactor Measurement equipment SO3 measurement method SO3 (ppm)

Abele et

al.6
Sub-bituminous (S-

0.57%);

Controlled condensation

method

Air-0.03; Oxy-0.76;

Tan et

al.51

East-bituminous (S-

0.95%);

Sub-bituminous (S-

0.22%);

Lignite (S-0.6%);

0.3 MWth

Vertical

combustor

Data acquisition: Honeywell

Series S9000e controller;

Gas analyzer

Not specified Air-27 ng/J;

Oxy-75 ng/J;

Oxy-0.14 ng/J;

Ahn et

al.125

PRB (S wt.%-0.23),

Utah (S wt.%-0.53),

Illinois (Swt.%-3.98)

1.5 MW PC

combustor;

0.3 MWth CFB

SO2 Gas analyzer (CAI

Model 601 NDIR) and

FTIR (Nicolet Magna-IR

550) spectrometer

Controlled condensation

method

PRB Air: below 513

Utah Air: 513

Utah Oxy: 513

Illinois Air: 3113

Illinois Oxy: 11713

Eddings

et al.149

Illinois coal pellets (S -

4.0%)

BFB reactor FTIR Controlled condensation

method

Air: 1213

Oxy: 1013

Kiga et

al.66,29

Australian low sulfur

coals with:

A (S-0.45%);

B (S-0.96%);

C (S-0.38%);

1.2 MW IHI Aioi

facility

Non-dispersive infra-red gas

analyzer (HORIBA ENDA-

1610), Gas chromatography

(Shimadzu 14APFP);

Coal A: Air-2;

Coal A: Oxy-7;

Coal B: Air-9;

Coal B: Oxy-9;

Coal C: Air-3;

Coal C: Oxy-11;

Fleig et

al.103

Propane and SO₃

injected to unit;

100 kW Oxy-

fired test unit

combustor

Nondispersive infrared

(NDIR) analyzers (NGA

2000 Fisher Rosemount); IC

(ICS -90 DIONEX)

Controlled condensation

method used as reference case

to other methods:

1. Isopropanol absorption

bottle method;

2. Salt method;

3. Pentol SO3 monitor

CCM results:

Air case: 34; Oxy-case 2514:9;

Oxy-case 3014: 56; Oxy-case

35: 25
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Authors Type of fuel and

sulfur content

Type of reactor Measurement equipment SO3 measurement method SO3 (ppm)

Vainio et

al.111

Mixture of gases: (SO2,

H2O, O2, N2 and H2SO4)

Bench-scale

horizontal tube

reactor

ICS-90 Ion chromatography

(DIONEX)

Salt method: four types of salts

tested (NaCl, KCl, K2CO3,

CaCl2)

Salt method results: NaCl: Air

– 301;

NaCl: Oxy – 461;

Spörl et

al.150

Australian coals with

sulfur: (A-0.3%; B-

0.7%; C-0.7%)

20 kW

combustion rig;

L x D (2.5 x 0.2

m);

Flow rate: 11.5

m3/h

IC (DIN EN ISO 10304) Controlled condensation

method

Coal A: Air – 2;

Oxy: 6 – 353;

Coal B: Air – 8;

Oxy: 18 – 50;

Coal C: Air – 1;

Oxy: 2–30;

Monckert

et al.147

Klein Kopje, Lausitz,

Rhenish, Ensdorf coals

(S-1%)

0.5 MW down-

fired Oxy-PC

SEM-BSE, SEM-MAP Controlled condensation

method

Air: 8;

Oxy: 85;

Roy et

al.117

Victorian coals Loy

Yang, Morvell and

Yallourn (S- 0.5%)

10 kW oxy-fired

BFB

Gas analyzer (MX6 iBrid)

GC (Agilent GC 7890A);

Calcium oxalate with glass

beads

Dry Oxy: 11 mg/MJ; Air: 15

mg/MJ; Dry Oxy-fuel 14

mg/MJ;

Duan et

al.88

Fly ash, bituminous

coal (S-0.5%)

50 kW oxy-CFB Titration; IC DX-120

(DIONEX)

Controlled condensation

method

Air-2, Oxy-8;

Wang et

al.91

Lignite coal (S-0.6%);

Bituminous coal (S-

3.69%)

Oxy PC unit ICS -90 DIONEX Controlled condensation

method

Oxy Bituminous coal:

(500 to 3000 ppm SO2); 13 to

105; Oxy Lignite:

(500 to 3000 ppm SO2); 0.5 to

80;

Hemis31 Illinois bituminous coal Hoosier Energy’

Merom Station

FTIR; IC (Desert

Analytics);

FTIR and Controlled

condensation method

Air tests: Day-1 FTIR-37.33

versus CCM-30.4; Day-2

FTIR-37.66 vs CCM-29.1;

Cao et

al.100

Bituminous and

subbituminous coals (S-

3.5%);

Fixed bed

reactor,

IC (DX-120); Modified controlled

condensation method

Air. Site1: Bituminous coal

SCR inl-22; SCR out–24; Air

preheater out–7; ESP in-6;
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Authors Type of fuel and

sulfur content

Type of reactor Measurement equipment SO3 measurement method SO3 (ppm)

Three types of fly ashes Full-scale utility

boilers

FGD inl–7; FGD out–4; Site 2:

SCR inl-23; SCR out-24; Air

preheater out-21; ESP out-17;

FGD inl-17.5; FGD out-15;

Site 3: Sub-bituminous: below

2 at all locations

Kenney et

al.143

LSB4 (S-0.9%),

HSB5 (S-3.2%);

Sub-bituminous (S-0.3

%),

Dried lignite (S-0.7%);

Oxy-fired pilot

plant

15 MWth,

Alstom;

N/A SO3 executed from four

locations of boiler;

Controlled condensation

method.

Sub-bit Air: 0.51; Oxy with

SOx control: 1.61; LSB air:

28.8; oxy: 39.4; HSB air-41;

Oxy-186.3; Lignite air-30;

oxy-45.9;

Jurado et

al.144

EI Cerrejon coal (S-

0.58%); Cereal co-

product (S-0.16%)

0.1 MW

pulverized oxy-

fuel combustor

FTIR, ESEM/EDX, XRD Controlled condensation

method

Air: EC-3.7; EC/CC (50/50%)-

20.2; CC-25.4; Oxy: EC-20.6;

EC/CC (50/50%)-35.9; EC/CC

(75/25%)-16.8;

Davis151 USA Williamson coal

(S-1.7%);

E.ON 1 MW

Combustion Test

Facility

XRF, SEM SO3 Monitor (Severn Science

analyzer);

Controlled condensation

method

Not specified;

Dhungel

et al.67

Medium Sulfur

Bituminous Coal

Emission

reduction test

facility 0.16 MW

oxy-fired system;

Dry sorbent injection;

Gas analyzer

Controlled condensation

method

Not specified; roughly 3 to 5

times higher in oxy-fuel

Stanger et

al.152

Callide coal S-0.3 Callide oxy-fuel

plant

Controlled condensation

method

Air < 0.06;

Oxy: 0.6-3.7;

1 Average value is presented; 2. Oxy-25/30: 25% or 30% of O2 in the oxidizer stream; 3 Range of SO3 values is provided for this particular test as initial parameters were
different; 4 LSB-low sulfur bituminious; 5 HSB- high sulfur bituminious;
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4.5 Modelling Studies of SO3 Formation

Only a few numerical studies on SO3 formation are available in the open literature for

oxy- as compared to air-combustion. Burdett et al.81 simulated the effect of operating bed

pressure on SO2-to-SO3 conversion for air-combustion. The predictions for bed pressure

(600 kPa) and temperature of 900°C with 10% of O2 in the flue gas clearly indicated

increasing SO3 formation with increasing oxygen formation. This work suggests that

under such conditions the potential conversion of sulfur-in-fuel to SO3 could be as high

as 20%. Fleig et al.126 modelled homogeneous gas-phase SO3 formation for oxy-fuel

combustion conditions with a model which is described by Giménez-Lopez et al.79 and

which was initially developed by Glarborg et al.153 CHEMKIN-PRO was used to model

homogeneous reactions considering plug flow reactor. More recently, Belo et al.89

implemented a kinetic model of Burdett et al.81 for residence time of 0.3 to 0.9 s (Table

6). Due to thermodynamic considerations, the maximum conversion of SO2 to SO3 was at

low temperatures and further increases of temperature to 900 and 1000ºC decreased the

SO3 by ~6.8 and ~3.2%, respectively.89 SO3 formation was also modelled by Schneider

and Bogdan,154 for an oil-fired boiler.

5. Research Needs

A significant amount of effort has been made to evaluate SO3 concentrations from

laboratory-scale to commercial-scale units. However, oxy-fuel combustion requires more

attention in terms of better understanding SO3 formation mechanisms. At this point the

majority of SO3 measurements have been conducted in conventional PC and gas-fired

combustion systems, while only a few studies are available for oxy-fired FB combustors

and pilot-scale studies are still sparse. Major research should concentrate on the effect of

FGR and catalytic conversion. SO3 formation both depend on gases such as NO, CO and

their effects may be different in oxy-fuel combustion and, hence more experiments are

needed on SO3 formation with different types of coals. Development of pressurized FBC

systems would also require SO3 formation tests as experimental data on the effect of

pressure are rare.

In the case of analytical methods, all the current post-combustion SO3 measurements still

have technical challenges associated mainly with temperature control as SO3 is a very
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reactive molecule and SO3 can easily be lost in the sampling line. At present, CCM is the

most used and reliable technique to quantify SO3 concentrations, while other methods

such as the salt method or calcium oxalate with glass beads need to be improved.

6. Conclusions

The present paper reviews the formation SO3 in coal combustion systems, and especially

oxy-fuel technology. The following conclusions can be drawn:

- SO3 concentration in oxy-fuel combustion is typically several times higher than

that in air combustion. The higher level of SO3 is mainly due to the increased

concentrations of O2, H2O and SO2 in the boiler

- Wet flue gas recycling is associated with higher SO3 concentration than dry flue

gas recycling. An increased amount of H2O promotes SO3 formation apparently

due to the production of OH radicals. However, H2O concentrations higher than

15% in the system strongly inhibit SO3 formation. Inhibition appears to be more

pronounced in actual PC tests than in simulated flue gas tests.

- Higher conversion of S to SO3 occurs near the burnout region where O2 is found

in excess amounts. In this region, gas-phase homogeneous formation is dominant

for SO3 formation.

- The presence of gases such as NO and CO may enhance SO3 formation. However,

these effects appear to be small compared to other factors such as combustion

temperature, excess O2 and presence of catalysts.

- SO3 formation is enhanced due to catalytic effect of fly ash. Higher concentrations

of Fe2O3 and V2O5 and other metal oxides increase SO3 concentrations

significantly. Adsorption of SO3 by alkali and alkaline earth metal oxides is also

an important phenomenon.

- The CCM method appears to be the most dependable technique for measuring

SO3 concentrations.
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